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Student Government Assembly Meeting 
October 22nd, 2013 

I. Call Meeting to Order 

II. First Roll Call 
III. 

IV. 
v. 

Approval of the Minutes 

Guests 
Open Forum 

a. Diana Morales, ULI- support AR 16, I was born in Mexico City, came to US because 
threat of being killed, if deported, I would be killed, not politics, look in your hearts 
and see human story on this issues, many undocumented students, if we can't count 
on sg who are classmates who can we count on, say that you support us, then please 
support ar 16 

b. Archer Fellowship- Right audience about spending a semester in DC, Archer 
Fellowship will do internship of your choice, not just for govt majors, you can intern 
for lobbying firms, think tanks, also have science and business, adjunct professors in 
DC, around the city, have class around the memorials, de in your classroom, live in 
townhomes in DC, form contacts, involved through UT, flat program fee, a little less 
than tuition, info sessions this Thursday and in November 

c. Carson Jones, City Relations = agency director, promote Austin relations in next 
meeting, supported creation of student district, holding a meeting to seek public input 
on this, LBJ school. rm 1.222, 6:30-10 tomorrow, not expected to say for the whole 
thing, email carsoncjones@gmail.com for questions about student redistricting 

d. Sigma Lambda Gamma- US born citizens, not just undocumented students, support 
this, political stance of university, for wellbeing to longhorns, people opposed to 
resolution, do not know what undocumented students have been through, fear of what 
being taken anyway, taking away people that they love, students that work to get to 
this school, struggle with getting with UT id, they have to go their consulate to get 
proper documentations, approve ar 16, effects everyone, others hear about ut not 
being welcoming and we need to show otherwise 

e. Latino Leadership Council- includes undocumented and documented students, 
doesn 't just have to do with legal status, making ut a home for them, make us feel 
accepted. not just Latinos, Asians also involved, a longhorn is a longhorn 

f. Pedro Villalobos, former SG Chief Justice- support for AR 16, supported for election, 
supported you with procedural and legislations, my parents brought me here until 
when I was 3 and was undocumented until last year, as a former person who 
dedicated time to sg and helped you, we are strong when we help each other, 

g. Danny Zhang, College Republicans, represent different perspective, young 
conservatives, libertarians and college republicans signed letter, what is sg for, for all 
students, take issue of ar 16, fails to represent students, ar 16 specifically mentions 
ULI, overly political group, others have different policy preference and this is a 
political statement, a lot people in this room, as reps think about 50000 students 
outside of these walls, put it up for a referendum, 
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h. Samantha Robles from we support UT, done work with LGBT, student experiences 
affects their developmental outcomes, students thrive in a safe campus, incidents
assaults, balloons and bake sales on campus, have this today, have opportunity to act 
on it, please consider this and look at people behind you 

VI. Ex-Officio Member Reports 
a. Senate of College Councils 

1. Brief update, integrity week, giving out shirts, complete a few activities, 
Thursday lunch with Pres. Powers at noon, sac I. I 06, 2 scholarships, dates 
have been released, JR 1 tonight to support powers, looking at students 
property rights, patenting and getting proceeds 

b. Graduate Student Assembly 
i. Columbia with GSA-touch on a few topics. The AR 16 discussion is really 

good. Currently in GSA working on a bill of rights and responsibilities for 
graduate students. They have introduced a resolution introducing a bill of 
rights to help graduate students navigate their experience and how they are 
being treated and how they can progress in their graduate degrees. They met 
with the PTS with regard to shuttle service cancellations. Senate and SG and 
GSA have been involved in this discussion and will continue as more 
cancellations occur. Want SG to stay updated and give input. The graduate 
advocates for graduate students are going to meet. The first time is in this fall 
and they will discuss federal policies that impact graduate students. In the 
spring they will meet with policy makers in DC to talk about policy. IF SG 
has any policies they would like to be changed they should see GSA. 
UtexasGSA and write a note. They are seeking input on how the I 6 day shut 
down impacted students. They are preparing a letter for the folks in DC so 
they are aware how the shutdown impacted students. The career and service 
learning on Nov 6 for Graduate Students-how research and service learning 
can be implemented. RSVP only at GSA website. Organizing a carnival for all 
of the graduate students families. Nov 7 at the LBJ lawn. There will be candy 
and funnel cakes. Will do a can food drive to support food pantries in Austin. 
Check the newsletter to get more information about GSA. 

c. Events and Entertainment 
1. Arjun- Friday Nov I Culture Shock with African American Culture 

ii. TSM- hard financial problems, what are we going to do about it, recruit from 
engineering, media needs technology, board reports from entities this week, 
go to tsm website, open board meeting from I-3 

iii. Ryan Wallace, state relations- 8-10 students from zaffirini's district, major 
hub is laredo, can get breakfast with her, she has 3 degrees from here, on 
either nov g•h or I 51\ email if you interested ryan.wallace@utexas.edu 

1v. Ugeo- have sheet in front of you, why fees exists, budget right in front you, 
shows where $43 million goes, go to departments, marine science is port 
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Aransas, 22 students in that area, can see where your student fees go to, give 
you all those numbers and meet with departments 

VII. External Appointment Reports 
VIII. Advisor Report 

a. Marilyn Russell - marilynr@austin.utexas.edu 

1. One- awesome job on volunteering Saturday, weds and Thursday, student jobs 
fair, staff and students there talking about what we do, part of division of 
student affairs, recsports, texas parents, lots of opportunities, texas higher 
education board, see me afterwards, deadline on nov 8'h, no applications right 

now 

IX. Executive Reports 
a. Horacio Villarreal, Student Body President - hvillarreal27@gmail.com 

i. texas higher education board 
b. Ugeo Williams,Student Body Vice President - michael.ugeo.williams@utexas.edu 
c. Chief of Staff, Braydon Jones - braydon.k.jones@gmail.com 
d. Communications Director, Alayna Alvarez - alayna alvarez@utexas.edu 

1. Ideas on newspaper, shoot me an email, back it will have sg logo, it will look 
cool, a lot of different ideas, be respectful, have valuable opinions and are 
equal 

e, Internal Financial Director, Mackenzie Spaniol - kenzieespanol@yahoo.com 
1. Shoutout to everyone who came to Bastrop, union board director search, start 

bringing directors to campus, be supportive and come to their open forum 
sessions, met with phi!, making appropriations more effective for students, 
making an app or changing the dates 

f. External Financial Director, Kornel Rady- koriradyl 35@gmail.com 
1. U ride 24/5, use this incredible service, hard opening resulted in 23 rides in 

the I'' night, 25 on Tuesday, 30 on Wednesday, 28 on Thursday and 25 on 
Friday, full work for u ride, use for riverside and lake Austin and zip codes 
78741, 78731 and 78703, you will really enjoy it, Sun-Thursday from 12-3 
outside pcl, Robert Svoboda and orange outreach will speak soon, pursuing 
fall break, different than October version, that's not going to happen, full 
week for Thanksgiving vs. getting Wednesday before thanksgiving off, work 
with me on this, take out professors to coffee, natural sciences helping on this, 
marketing team in communication school, implement that with alumni and 
newsletter, Lani has done incredible job on that, copy alumni 

g. Administrative Director, Joshua Tang- tang.josh@gmail.com 
1. Tceb app, applied last year got rejection letter from state, chance to impact 

policy, new representative retreat, how to fill platform points, agency retreat, 
we have elected/rep to do a job of 52,000, daunting task, may not be fully 
possible to do, shouldn't stop us from taking action, danger on remaining 
quiet, we may have diference on policty, voice thoughts in rep fellow 
longhorns, working with all of your, 
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X. Director and Executive Staff Reports 
a. LLA = work order binder, great time helping out on Bastrop 
b. Ben Johnson= support on uride, relying on us for building publicity, longhorn run, 

longhorn EMS has 12 new EMTs, campus safety, safety issues on west campus, sure 
walk is working on their new thing, cool concept, 

c. Longhorn run director= April 12•h date set, running the race, tabling this semester, 
new swag coming out, give that away at tabling, through the victory store, ou shirt, 
find out more information, social run at Tuesday at 6 pm, shooting promotional video 
for that, registration open in January, promo event for that, 

d. QSA = happy asexuality visibility week, Jack of sexual attraction and activities, 
hiv/sti testing, completely free, in ssb glen Maloney room on Friday, queer Texas 
conference is this Saturday, registration is still going on, facebook and twitter, email, 
workshops from 9-5 this week, about intersexuality, creative writing, welcome 
everyone as an ally, general meeting is next Wednesday, cla 0.130, pizza and tiffs 
treats will be there, discuss what an ally is, just because you have a gay friend doesn't 
mean you are an ally, it's a person who works to end oppression, educate people who 
are fuzzy on definition 

XI. Judicial Report 
a. Philip Wiseman, Chief Justice- wisemarw1hilip11v.utexas.edu 

1. Clear up questions, there is an introduction process, come out to rules and 
regulations meeting, student government doesn't have a limit to what they can 
consider, don't have a limit to what we can pass, sent past bills to congress, 
white house and Texas legislature, students can speak on these issues, abstains 
are only for representatives don't have enough information to vote, forced not 
to cast vote, blocks discussion, students silenced when you don't vote, they 
elected you to do to vote, when you abstain their voice goes away, not 
political, nothing stopping you from saying yes or no 

XII. Unfinished Business 
a. AR 16- In Support of Undocumented Students and Undocumented Longhorns Week 

1. Brown= chair, ar 16 gotten a lot of considering, finished at 2 am, over 10 
hours in committee and debate, a lot of work went into this bill, make it 
represent all students, 

11. Rivera= clarification on one of the be it resolved statements, bill cannot pass 
without it, they want to become legalized students, they have to have the right 
to have a work permit, without it they can only do rigorous labor work, 
deferred action, these things are already put in place, terrifying to know that 
you might be removed from your life, you are not doing what this resolution 
intended to do, going against all of these people 

!. Vincent= that be it resolved clause, doesn't that statement means 
something else to other people? People have different interpretation of 
the words 
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a. Rivera: people do have to support this to support 
undocumented students, if you have concerns with DACA and 
HB 1403 you have a problem with the entire resolution 

2. Houston= SG official opinion on HB 1403 that we support it? 
a. Yes 

3. Tang= If this fails, does sg support for HB 1043 stop? 
a. Wiseman= doesn't repeal support, but it will have political and 

PR ramifications 
4. Vincent= what do opponents say in regards to HB 1403 and daca and 

pathway to citizenship, students/org have no idea about those, are you 
opposed to discussing this with students with referendums on issues 
that they are ignored about? 

a. Rivera= we cannot represent all students with any legislation, 
they are against it because of specific issues, we do want to 
educate students on this, have gone to different groups, I think 
this is something sg should be doing, resolution is something 
we should be talking and something we should be doing, we 
have received 400 signatures of alumni, undocumented and 
documented students 

5. Mason= What groups have you spoken to? 
a. Barth= spoke to education and they were in support of it 
b. Mango= all ofUGS council supported it 

6. Houston= in support or in recognition in title? Okay with that 
language change? 

a. Tang= email not that point 
7. Vincent = different viewpoints, how to address these issues, cannot rep 

views, unique situation considering the legislation, big consequences, 
do you think committee, assembly and individuals put in a sufficient 
amount of work into making this legislation 

a. Brown= record of people who showed up to make an educated 
choice 

8. Jordan= the two be it resolved don't match up 
9. Vincent= piece oflegislation has credibility and may start other 

potential legislation, with regards to other legislation, do you feel you 
have done everything possible to create this legislation? 

a. Brown = all legislation is incredibly important and never have I 
seen so much involvement in sg 

I 0. Wiseman = what does support organizations mean? 
a. Tang =as necessary through appreciations 

11. Debate 
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a. (for) Brown =large amount of work on this, 3 committee 
meetings, changed language, no issue that a lot of work went 
into this resolution 

b. (con) Vincent= please be respectful, we do have different 
viewpoints, let both sides speak on this, view AR 16 differently 
and uniquely, overly political and an issue of conscience, 
platform to enable students and organizations, concede that 
thousands of students possess a myriad of different ideas and 
thoughts, they might come into conflict, this is atypical 
legislation, 

c. (for) Dimitroff= normal means what is always does, we 
should say yes to community that has turned out, saying yes 
speaks a lot louder than no, 

d. (no) Jordan= we want to get this bill to pass, experience on 
Sunday was that authors are uncooperative, language is overly 
partisan, committee to unwilling to debate, motion to move to 
the debate was overturned and not representative of democratic 
process, the legislation has poor language 

e. (for) Rivera = I did my job to make sure constituents were 
informed, legislation has changed significantly, second time 
around we were open to change that didn't change_ the 
meanmg, 

f. (con) Neville =fewer than 15 words were changed since first 
resolution came out, what about views of other organizations, 
what about the 3 that were mentioned earlier tonight that were 
opposed to this bill, student government supposed to represent 
all students and this resolution can't do this, there were 3 
committee meetings and they were heavily involved, last one 
had a lot of people attending but committee wasn't willing to 
accept our ideas, feel like you were not accommodating, 

g. Houston= make an amendment to change to "to in support of' 
to "in recognition of' since we don't have legislation in support 
of any other organization 

1. (for) Houston= issues with legislation deals specifically 
with language, there are other ways to support student 
government, highlighting that we are not putting one 
student group over another 

ii. (con) Tang= when the SG supports a particular group, 
that doesn't mean they are putting one group above 
another, no other students are under the pressure of this 
group of students, we have a very special role in 
supporting these students who are not supported 
otherwise 
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u1. (for) Carter= I went to all the leg affairs meeting and sat 
through them, changing title to in recognition of would 
help it pass 

1v. (con) Seymore= we have to say that we are in support a 
group of people and that we support students as 
longhorns, 

v. (for) Houston= not to demoralize any group of people 
v1. (con) Raza= strong different between recognition and 

support, recognition not taking a stance, it's just 
recognizing them, we as sg are supporting these 
students, at a campus of 50,000 student we have 
different opinions, please recognize that 

I. Amendment fails 11-20 
h. (pro resolution) Tang =thank you for not voting for that 

amendment, some students are more vested in it than others, 
1. (con) Danny Zheng, College Republicans =thank you to 

people in the back, remind the reps that there will be loud 
voices, a lot of them are not here tonight, this is a political 
issue and there are political variations, challenge this party, 
have the proponents say that this has nothing to do with 
politics, not advocating on political preferences, admit that you 
don't see yourself as lobbying firm 

J. (pro) Dimitroff= political lines are only thing we have already 
endorsed, denying it for political reasons seems hypocritical, 
we don't take polls every single time there is a tough decision, 
we are elected to take educated votes 

k. (con) Vincent= support AR 16 for what they do, as a UT 
organization of students, not just language, as a rep we have to 
provide support to every single person even if we can't agree to 
support everyone, responsibility to support all organizations, 
we should support ut organizations, have to approach issues 
delicately, unique and delicate issue, work to set a deadline, 
here until 3 am on Sunday, don't just push it though, look at it 
from points of strength 

I. (pro) Ugeo =very neutral person, a lot of people, including my 
friend, are undocumented, he told me as ifl would treat them 
any differently, they are just asking for our support- we do not 
make laws, 

m. (con) Jordan= example of rhetoric- I was told this has nothing 
to do race but then it was called an issue of racial tensions, I 
was called a racist, hard time understanding on that, I support 
this cause but the bill was partisan, my council voted against 
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this bill, cannot vote because of issues of Mr. Zheng and other 
groups have mentioned 

n. (pro) Tang =we have history of supporting students, we 
recently passed AR 9 in support of affirmative action, has 
racial overtones and impacts students of color, Jordan is not a 
racist, undocumented students are made to feel to day in and 
day out that they are not welcome, you voice why we need to 
support AR 16 

o. (con) Carter= we have no ma! intentions to be on this side, 
many inconstancies with this wording, I was hoping to amend 
one of the be it resolved to support undocumented students, 
view taken away from that 

p. (pro) Mango =we are lobbying for students, we need to 
advocate for their wellbeing and that they receive an education 
and are able to do so, difference is not an issue of politics, we 
all have a constitution that guarantees our rights, they have two 
pieces of papers which were passed by Congress and TX 
Legislature, it is in our best interest to lobby for their 
wellbeing, those two bills, DACA and HB 1403, to support our 
students and what keeps them here 

q. (con) Roberts= my constituents told me to vote no, of the 
opinion that students can't afford to do things that divide us, 
listening to my constituents, ideology behind why I'm in sg 

r. (pro) Aimuyo = I'm in sg because we have the potential to 
make college experience as perfect as possible, undocumented 
students face these issues every day, this is people's lives, 
there's a myriad of different opinions, we can't please 
everyone, we need to look at this carefully and think of all the 
sides involved 

s. (con) Mason= don't want to be on this side, obliged to 
represent all students, feel that I have represent my students on 
this 

t. (pro) May= title of the resolution is looking at AB 10, sg is 
controlled by external authorizes, big issue is the second to last 
be it resolved clause, DACA and HB 1403 are needed for 
immigrations reform and for discussions surrounding 
immigration reforms, we are reaffirming what our external 
controlling authorities have done 

u. (con) Vincent= we are talking about resolutions, we are 
passing by politicians and stories, let's collaborate, we have 
issues and disagreements on this campus, how people view 
things differently, focus on our role, continue their 
conversation, support every ut students on this campus, there 
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are many constituents and organizations that have 
disagreements 

v. (pro) Barth= a longhorn is a longhorn no matter what 
w. (con) Vincent= here to help you guys out, accepting this issue 

and passing, this resolution is bringing in too many political 
issues, when we accept one issue that is political we have to 
accept every issue of controversy 

x. (pro) Tang= only thing sg must to represent students, we don't 
have to support everything, votes are recognized and recorded, 
we will be accountable, if one want to take a stance on this they 
can do so, we don't have to accept everything we are given, 

y. (con) Woolley-MacMath =all of us up here, our council in 
support ofresolution except for last be it resolved, we weren't 
allowed to debate and amend, there is a lot of opposition to 
this, council voted against it, we don't support because of 
implications, 

i. 15-13-1 close debate 
z. 0-27-1 back in debate 
aa. (pro) Dimitroff= be considerate when we are up here, think 

about the people we think about on this, recognizing doesn't do 
the same thing as accepting 

bb. (con) Vincent= ignore that they don't want to look at the other 
side, there is a disagreement on what sg does, not trivialize this, 
let's look for collaborative solutions 

cc. (pro) Rivera= there have been 3 meetings, there has been 
dialogue to vote on this, change things to where it doesn't 
change the meaning, change something they don't want, here 
as representative, do what we are here to do, good combination 
of people who are undocumented and people who are not, 

dd. (con) Jordan= debate is not about supporting undocumented 
students or not, about language of bill 

ee. (con) Student in mccombs (junior) =too important to be 
decided in just 3 weeks, 

ff. Martinez= how do U-wide reps represent every single student 
at UT? 

1. Carter = on undergraduate business council, not to here 
to say no to undocumented students, but don't support 
wording 

gg. (pro) Cisneros = how can you support students when you don't 
support a group of students, groups have come to you when 
you do this, students here will remember how you voted 
longhorn is a longhorn no matter what 
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hh. (con) Mason= I support undocumented students, don't support 
language, support views of all longhorns, council had 
unanimous vote on this 

11. (pro) Molina= keep in mind I'm not here to step on any toes, 
support of undocumented students, been talking about this 
issue for 12 years, if you want to see this changed, proposed an 
amendment 

JJ, (con) Neville= what I say what I say, live with decision I 
made, in 5 different organizations, not taking support away, 
phrasing that catches me every single thing, they didn't take 
any of our amendment, have to be some 50150, have to work on 
this in committee, 

i. Debate on amendment to change 2"d be it resolved 
I. (pro) Vincent= change it to pass legislation, 

vote on resolution, vote yes on this resolution, 
committee, authors and supports, less than 15 
words have changed since 3 weeks ago, single 
statement not removed or added, want to pass 
this resolution, see no other compromise or 
effort to represent 52000 students, their ability 
as students and successful as students, don't 
always agree on past precedents, 

2. (con) Houston= unnecessary because we need 
to support HB 1403, this is erroneous, we need 
use our time wisely, 

3. (pro) Jordan= check the minutes on Sunday, 
proposed amendments that was block voted, 
trying to propose amendments, tried to pass 
this bill, the two amendments were negated by 
the committee, 

4. Strickland =what were those amendments? 
a. Jordan= objected to that debate 

(authors) committee closed the debate, 
we wanted to recognized that, struck 
down 

5. (con) Mango= we don't want to water it down, 
we want to reaffirm that we want to respect 
their time, acknowledge state and move 
forwards, let's respect people in the room, n 

6. (pro) Vincent= we are charged with doing that, 
proposed the official amendment, we are shot 
down for changing this, 1st attempt, we have 2 
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b. AB 4,5,7,8- hear together 

issues with this, we have to work on this with 
strength and issues 

7. (con) Rivera= in regards to this be it further 
resolved, this is not the I 51 be it resolved, this 
further be in resolved, we are not striking 
everything down because it loses meaning 

8. 9-2 I amendment fails 
9. 16-13 to end debate 
I 0. 18-9-2 resolution passes 

1. 27-0-2 passes out of committee 
ii. 28-0-0 bills passes 

XIII. New Business 
a. JR I- In Support of President Powers' Vision for The University of Texas at Austin 

1. Villarreal: thanks for waiting for meeting to be adjoined, incredibly crucial, 
very important, this has been going on for all long time, Pres. Powers has 
done immense of amount of work for this university, now chair of association 
of American universities 

n. Clark: national leadership position, no strangers to the political environment 
and regents meeting in November 

I. Approve by unanimous consent 
b. AB 9- Updating the Student Government Oath of Office 
c. AB I 0- Recognizing External Controlling Authorities upon Student Government 

Operations 
d. AB 11- Establishing the Student Government Code and Abolition of the Internal 

Rules of Procedure 
e. AB 12- Establishing Protocols for Transparency and Management of Student 

Government Endowments 
f. AB 13- Establishing Protocols for Amending the Student Government Election Code 
g. AB 14- Establishing a Statistically Proportional Methodology for Apportioning 

College and School Representation in the Assembly 
h. AB 15- Clarifying Procedures and Approvals Necessary for Amending the 

Constitution of Student Government 
1. AB 16- Updating Organization and Powers of the Judicial Branch, Student 

Government's Relationship with the Election Supervisory Board, and Authority of 
the Campus-Wide Election and Student Government Election 

J. AB 17- Abolition of the Bylaws of Student Government and Appropriate 
Incorporation of Articles into Other Governing Documents 

k. AB 9-17 as one 
1. Wiseman: will be going to committee, not voting on anything, tomorrow 7:30 

in sg office, 
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ii. Vincent: any substantive and controversial statements, 

1. Wiseman: nothing changed but look at them accordingly 
a. Moved to rules and regulations 

XIV. Committee Reports 
a. Academic Affairs Committee - kallen.dimitroff@yahoo.com 

i. Talking about eureka, had different groups come and talk about it, we should, 
us and senate, increase and continue funding of Eureka, authoring that 
legislation 

b. External Affairs Committee - nosaaimuyo@utexas.edu 
c. Financial Affairs Committee - christopherjordan@utexas.edu 
d. Legislative Affairs Committee - johntbrown@utexas.edu 
e. Rules and Regulations Committee - aghouston@utexas.edu 

Student Affairs Committee- carolinecarter@att.net 
i. Better hear student ideas, diff ways to keep you accountable, how to inform 

reps about different newspapers and respond to articles 
XV. Speaker of the Assembly Report 

a. Kenton Wilson - Kenton.Wilson@utexas.edu 
i. Read AB 9-17, every single person will be assigned to a new committee, 

thank you for being respectful during the debate, especially with following 
procedures, 

XVI. Representative Reports 

a. Vincent= like to see specific, sent be it resolved to last committee, agenda 
restructuring, structural issues with agenda, namely when administrators, students and 
organizations come as guests, referendum polls, like to see legis by 13 of nov on this, 
for legislations that is atypical, strongly encourage people to talk about that in 
friendly setting, how can we get passed emotionally charged rhetoric, 10-15 
legislation to work on short terms, still going through that, send everyone email out 
about that, from petitions to alcohol sales, contacting you about that, let me know, 
email me with who is interested in that, 

b. Rinaudo = lean in campaign, meeting tomorrow at 6 pm in sg office, 

c. Molina= next week on Weds there's a fine arts internship fair, full list of companies, 
wide variety of internships, 1-5 pm in sac ballroom 

d. Strickland= star carnival, 11-2, bring students from star test to that, African 
American culture committee is having culture shock next Friday, legislation to where 
sg can publish their, student job and org fair, 

e. Carter = talked to a constituent, delete blood cancer awareness week, doing that for 
next fall, I can give contact info to those who are interested 

f. Holms = every Thursday is engineering food, 3 pm in ecj 
g. Rivera= a lot of debate, thank each and every one of you, don't want anyone to think 

that I don't like you, thank you for your support 
XVII. Announcements 
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a. Woolley-Macmath = ebay CEO at 5:30 in hogg this Thursday 
b. Brown= nov I 51 fight night, buy tickets see people beat up, for the kids, 
c. Barth= this Sunday, best buddies, event at 4 pm in sac, you can get outreach points, 

Halloween themed, wear costumes, 
XVIII. Second Roll Call 
XIX. Adjournment 


